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We have characterized the polymer physics of single-stranded DNA !ssDNA" using atomic force
microscopy. The persistence length !p of circular ssDNA adsorbed on a modified graphite surface
was determined independently of secondary structure. At a very low ionic strength we obtained
!p=9.1 nm from the bond correlation function. Increasing the salt concentration lead to a decrease
in !p; at 1 mM NaCl we found !p=6.7 nm, while at 10 mM NaCl a value !p=4.6 nm was obtained.
The persistence length was also extracted from the root-mean-square end-to-end distance and the
end-to-end distance distribution function. Finally, we have investigated the scaling behavior using
the two latter quantities, and found that on long length scales ssDNA behaves as a two-dimensional
self-avoiding walk. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3216111$

I. INTRODUCTION

Single-stranded DNA !ssDNA" constitutes the genetic
material in certain viruses, and it is an important intermedi-
ate in many key biochemical processes, such as replication
and transcription. In its interactions with other macromol-
ecules, e.g., proteins, the flexibility plays a significant role,1

and a good understanding of the statistical and mechanical
properties of ssDNA is therefore highly desirable. However,
elucidating the polymer physics of ssDNA has proved diffi-
cult due to its tendency to form intrastrand base pairs,2,3

which in turn lead to a compact polymer conformation. This
makes the comparison between experimental results and
simple polymer theories difficult, as the latter usually as-
sumes that the polymer can be described in terms of a small
number of parameters, such as the persistence length or the
scaling exponents.4 The fact that DNA molecules !single––as
well as double-stranded" are charged in solution adds to the
difficulties of both the theoretical description and the inter-
pretation of the experimental findings. It is well-established
that the flexibility of a polyelectrolyte increases with increas-
ing ionic strength, because the higher salt concentration al-
lows for a more effective screening of the charges on the
polymer. The flexibility is characterized by the persistence
length !p, which is the decay length of the orientational bond
correlations. If electrostatic interactions are present, the per-
sistence length is usually divided into two parts; an intrinsic
part which is independent of salt concentration and an elec-
trostatic part. The precise dependence of the electrostatic per-
sistence length on the ionic strength is a complex, and still
debated, issue.5 For ssDNA the decrease in the electrostatic
persistence length as a function of salt leads to an additional
increase in the propensity to form intrastrand base pairs. This
effect potentially leads to biased values of persistence length
when !p is extracted from experimental data: If !p is ob-

tained from the global properties of the chain !radius-of-
gyration", as typically done in scattering experiments,4 it will
be found using the relation RG

2 !!pL in the limit of a long
chain. However, with base pairing present, one can no longer
assume such a relation to be reliable, because the chain will
be shorter than its nominal length L, and because the stiff-
ness of the chain cannot be described with a single value of
!p. Also, if the radius-of-gyration is found only for a single
chain length it is impossible to know whether the ideal chain
relation RG

2 !!pL is valid, or if self-avoidance cannot be ne-
glected, and one should use a relation of the type RG

2 !L". In
order to experimentally determine the persistence length of
ssDNA, researchers have tried to circumvent the problem of
base pairing by using specific chemical agents that prevent
base pairing, e.g., glyoxal,3 or by using synthetic polynucle-
otide sequences where base pairing is less likely, e.g.,
poly!dT" !Refs. 6–10" or poly!U".11,12 These studies have
shown that ssDNA is a very flexible polymer, as was already
expected from other experiments,13,14 with a persistence
length in the order of a few nanometers. However, it cannot
be excluded that chemical modifications induce changes in
the molecular structure, and, as a result, the values of !p may
be affected. To further clarify the situation, additional studies
using other techniques are needed. An alternative experimen-
tal route is to study ssDNA adsorbed on a surface using
atomic force microscopy !AFM" or fluorescence. Obviously,
adsorbing the polyelectrolyte on a surface can lead to
changes in its conformation that are difficult to quantify, and,
consequently, the value of !p may differ from the results of
three-dimensional !3D" measurements.15 Nevertheless, stud-
ies in which double-stranded DNA !dsDNA" was adsorbed
onto microscopically flat substrates, and subsequently im-
aged with AFM, have yielded significant insight into the
polymer physics of this molecule,16–20 as have studies of
dsDNA adsorbed onto lipid bilayers and characterized by
fluorescence.21,22 Due to its high resolution combined witha"Electronic mail: giovanni.dietler@epfl.ch.
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the ability to scan large areas, AFM allows for a precise
quantification of the polymer physics on a wide range of
length scales. As a consequence the persistence length can be
determined not only from the global properties !e.g., the ra-
dius of gyration", but also from the short-scale structure as
encoded in the bond correlation function for nearby seg-
ments. Finally, AFM imaging avoids the problem of an un-
known molecular length; all quantities !bond correlations,
end-to-end distance, etc." are measured directly as a function
of contour length. In contrast to fluorescence no chemical
labeling of the molecules is necessary. For ssDNA the main
advantage of a direct visualization of the molecules is that
secondary structure formation is readily visible, allowing for
a determination of the persistence length from purely single-
stranded regions. Previous AFM investigations have shown
that ssDNA could be imaged under certain experimental
conditions;23–26 however, these studies did not address the
polymer physics.

In this paper, we study the polymer physics of circular
ssDNA adsorbed onto a modified graphite surface. Our aim
is to find values of the persistence length at different salt
concentrations, independently of secondary structure, using
the decay of the bond correlation function, the internal end-
to-end distances, and the distribution of end-to-end distances.
From the decay of the bond correlations we find
!p=9.1 nm at very low salt and 6.7 and 4.6 nm at 1 and
10 mM NaCl, respectively. Values obtained from the internal
end-to-end distance and the distribution function correspond
quite well with this. In addition, we characterize the scaling
behavior, and find that ssDNA on the surface can be de-
scribed as a self-avoiding walk !SAW" in two-dimensional
!2D".

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The highly oriented pyrolytic graphite !HOPG" surface
!ZYA quality from MikroMasch, Tallin, Estonia" was cleaved
with Scotch tape, and subsequently it was modified using a
compound consisting of a hydrocarbon-peptide chain termi-
nated with an amine group: !CH2"n!NC!Gly"H2!CO""mNH2,
!Gly is glycine" from Nanotuning, Chernogolovka,
Russia.26–28 These molecules form a thin !%0.7 nm" mono-
layer, with the NH2-group exposed to the liquid. The result-
ing modification of the surface is similar to the well-known
aminopropyltriethoxysilane !APTES" functionalization of
mica;29,30 in an aqueous solution the amine group becomes
protonized creating a positively charged surface, onto which
DNA can adsorb. Circular ssDNA, Virion # x174 !5386
bases", was diluted in a 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.8, to a
final concentration of 10 $g /ml. For the adsorption of ss-
DNA, 1 $l DNA solution was dissolved in 30 $l of ultra-
pure water, containing either 0, 1, or 10 mM NaCl, and al-
lowed to adsorb to the surface for 7 min. The surface was
then gently blow-dried with air, and the sample was imaged
by AFM in intermittent mode under ambient conditions at a
scan frequency of 1 Hz. Silicon nitride cantilevers !MicroM-
asch" with a typical tip radius below 10 nm were used. Im-
ages were flattened with the AFM software, and no further
image processing was done.

III. RESULTS

A. AFM images

The left image in Fig. 1 shows ssDNA adsorbed on
modified HOPG in the case of no added salt. Compared to
the cases of ssDNA adsorption on mica in the presence of
Mg2+ ions, or on APTES functionalized mica,26 the mol-
ecules adsorbed on modified HOPG at low salt have an open
conformation without secondary structure. In addition, we
note that the molecules exhibit very few crossings. From
similar images, the contour of 52 molecules was traced using
the software ELLIPSE.31 The average length of the molecules
is found to be 1975 nm, which equals a length per base of
0.37 nm in agreement with a previous investigation where,
depending on sequence, 0.32–0.52 nm was found.6 Values
for the height and width of the adsorbed molecules are simi-
lar to the reported values from other AFM studies, 0.3 and
7 nm, respectively.25,26 The right image in Fig. 1 shows a
molecule adsorbed from a 10 mM NaCl solution. The en-
hanced screening of the backbone charges lead to a signifi-
cantly more compact polymer conformation, and, as a result,
we could only partially trace the coordinates of the mol-
ecules, hence no estimate of the total length was obtained.
The images pertaining to a 1 mM NaCl solution exhibit char-
acteristics which lie in between the 0 and 10 mM cases.

B. Bond correlations

A fundamental quantity characterizing the conformation
of a polymer is the orientational correlation among the seg-
ments. In models with a local bending rigidity, such as the
wormlike chain !WLC" model, the persistence length can be
found from the exponential decay of the correlations be-
tween the unit tangent vectors u! belonging to different seg-
ments separated by the distance s along the chain: &u!!l" ·u!!l
+s"'= &cos %!s"'=exp!!s /2!p". For an ideal, linear polymer
this decay provides a valid description for all values of s; for
large separations !compared to !p" the chain simply corre-
sponds to a Gaussian chain. If the conformation is influenced
by other effects besides stiffness, for example, self-avoidance
and/or a topology other than linear, the exponential decay
can only be expected to provide a good approximation for
small segment separations. For a SAW power-law correc-
tions will appear on longer length scales,32 and details re-
garding the correlations in a circular molecule can be found

FIG. 1. Representative AFM images of circular ssDNA adsorbed on modi-
fied HOPG. Left image: 0M NaCl and right image: 10 mM NaCl. Bar size
is 100 nm.
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in Refs. 33 and 34. In the decay we employ 2!p as the char-
acteristic decay length. This means that, provided the mol-
ecules are in an equilibrated 2D conformations, we get infor-
mation about the 3D persistence length.35 In Fig. 2 is shown
&cos %!s"' for the three different salt concentrations. At low
salt, a fit to the exponential decay results in !p
=9.1&0.3 nm. Increasing the salt concentration we observe
a clear decrease in !p. At 1 mM NaCl we find !p
=6.7&0.2 nm, and at 10 mM NaCl !p=4.6&0.3 nm.

C. Internal end-to-end distance

The conformation of a polymer is often described using
the end-to-end distance. This quantity is closely related to the
bond correlations, and one can obtain the same information
concerning the persistence length and scaling exponents
from either of the two.36 For a circular molecule it is useful
to study the internal end-to-end distances &'2!s"'1/2, which
measure the segment separations within the molecule as a
function of contour length s. In Fig. 3, we show the &'2!s"'1/2

data in the low salt case. Several regimes exist depending on
the contour length, and evidently the curve is symmetric
around L /2. For small to moderate values of s the effect of
circularity can be ignored, and for the very smallest values of
s a linear scaling is found, &'2!s"'1/2(s. In this regime the
molecules can be viewed as rigid rods. Increasing s, leads

first to the semiflexible, and then the flexible regime. We
compare the data to the WLC model in order to find the
persistence length. In 2D the WLC expression for the end-
to-end distance is given by

&'2!s"' = 4!ps)1 !
2!p

s
*1 ! exp*!

s

2!p
++, . !1"

We fit the data for the internal end-to-end distances with Eq.
!1", as shown in Fig. 3, and find values of !p between 7 and
12 nm depending on the range of s used in the fit !values of
s between 30 and 300 nm all give reasonable fit". To avoid
the question of the proper range of fitting, we find the value
of s at which Eq. !1" with s=!p, that is &'2!s"'= !0.923s"2,
crosses the data. This crossing gives !p=9.0&0.5 nm !the
uncertainty is an estimate", which confirms the finding from
the bond correlation. From Fig. 1, it is clear that for segment
separations more than about 200 nm, the WLC model under-
estimates the measured end-to-end distance. The reason for
this is self-avoidance, which makes the polymer swell com-
pared to the ideal chain. Self-avoidance is not taken into
account in Eq. !1"; in the limit s(!p the scaling is
&'2!s"'1/2%s1/2, corresponding to a Gaussian chain. For a lin-
ear molecule, a power-law fit !&'2!s"'1/2%s"" would be suf-
ficient to determine the critical exponent ", however, for a
ring polymer, both self-avoidance and circularity are impor-
tant at these scales. To take these two effects into account,
we fit with the approximate formula,37

&'2!s"' !
s2"!L ! s"2"

s2" + !L ! s"2" . !2"

Experimental studies of this function are scarce, neverthe-
less, a recent work showed that it provides a good descrip-
tion of circular dsDNA.33 A fit for values of 200 nm)s
)L!200 nm results in "=0.73&0.01, and a total length of
the molecules L=2315&15 nm, the latter being larger than
the direct result from the AFM images, because the large
total lengths have more weight in this fit compared to the
direct average. The value of the critical exponent is very
close to the result for a 2D SAW, where "=0.75.4 From AFM
studies of linear dsDNA adsorbed on modified HOPG,38 and
on spermine,18 similar results for the critical exponent were
obtained. In addition, these studies found a scaling regime
for &'2!s"'1/2 with Gaussian behavior !"=0.5" between the
rigid rod and the SAW regimes. The absence of this Gaussian
regime in the present case is most likely due to the dimen-
sionality and the topology of the adsorbed DNA. Collisions
between two strands are more likely in 2D, and circularity
requires that the polymer strand returns to its origin. Both
effects increase the self-avoiding interaction on short dis-
tances. AFM experiments with circular dsDNA on
Mg2+-mica !Ref. 33" and theoretical investigation of semi-
flexible ring polymers39 confirm this conjecture.

D. End-to-end distributions

Single-molecule techniques, such as AFM, allow inves-
tigation of the distribution of end-to-end distances, G!'". The
persistence length and the critical exponents can be extracted
from G!'" in the semiflexible and flexible limits, respec-

FIG. 2. The decay of &cos %!s"' as a function of segment separation s for the
three cases 0, 1, and 10 mM NaCl. Fitting with exp!!s /2!p" gives !p
=9.1&0.3 nm !full line", 6.7&0.2 nm !dashed line", and 4.6&0.3 nm
!dotted line", respectively.

FIG. 3. The internal mean-square end-to-end distance as a function of con-
tour length at 0M NaCl. For small s the data follows a line with slope one
!dashed line" corresponding to rigid rod behavior of the molecules. The
WLC model #Eq. !1"$ !dotted curve", gives a good description of the data
with !p(9 nm for !see text". For large contour lengths fitting with Eq. !2"
gives values "=0.73&0.01 and L=2315&15 nm !full curve".
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tively. Hence, the distribution is an important complement to
the more frequently studied quantities such as the end-to-end
distance or the bond correlation function. We consider the
2D radial distribution function f!'"=2*'G!'" of internal
end-to-end distances. For contour lengths below approxi-
mately 200 nm the polymer behaves as a semiflexible chain,
and the WLC model provides a good description of the data,
see Fig. 3. The appropriate distribution in this regime is the
one for a WLC. Above a contour length of 200 nm the effect
of self-avoidance becomes important, and the form of the
distribution is that of a SAW. This distribution is distinctively
different from the one at short scales !where the persistence
length enters as a parameter", and functions belonging to
different values of the contour length should collapse onto a
single graph provided the correct scaling exponent is used.

We first consider the semiflexible regime, that is, s(!p.
The exact form of the distribution of end-to-end distances in
a WLC chain is presently unknown, nevertheless, several
approximate results exist.40–43 For a polyelectrolyte the prob-
lem is further complicated by electrostatic effects.44 Here, we
restricts ourselves to a comparison of the data for contour
lengths below 100 nm to the theory developed in Ref. 40. In
a later publication we will pursue the subject of end-to-end
distributions of a semiflexible polymer further. The result of
Ref. 40 is based on a perturbation expansion of the tangent
field using a rigid rod as a reference, and it is expected to be
valid only for s)!p. It turns out, however, that the result
remains useful also for much higher s-values. In Fig. 4 we
show the data for the end-to-end distribution for s=32 nm.
Fitting our data with the theory #Eq. !5" in Ref. 40$, we find
!p(6.5 nm, lower than the value from the bond correlations
and from the end-to-end distance.45 The reason for this dis-
crepancy among the values for !p is most likely the low salt
content of the solution, which makes the result for the distri-
bution a less good approximation. Increasing the salt concen-
tration we find lower values of !p in good accordance with
the values found from the bond correlations and the end-to-
end distances. The values are summarized in Table I.

In the limit s( lp, self-avoidance becomes important and
the distribution of ' has the form46,47

f!z" = -AzD!1++ exp!! Bz," if z ( 1

CzD!1+% if z - 1,
. !3"

where z=' / &'2'1/2, and A, B, and C are constants. Apart from
depending on the dimensionality D the critical exponents +,
,, and % depend on the specific points between which the
correlation is considered !two end-points, one end-point and
one interior point, and two interior points". As we deal with
circular molecules, only two interior points are relevant. In
2D, the exact value of the exponent % was found
analytically,48 and for two interior point %=19 /12(1.583. If
the scaling relation ,=1 / !1!"" !Ref. 46" is assumed to hold
for circular molecules, ,=4 for a 2D SAW. However, studies
using simulations and exact enumeration have pointed to a
value close to 4.6 instead !see Table I in Ref. 47". Different
values were also obtained for the other exponents !see Ref.
47 for a summary of the studies". Although the distribution
has been subject to extensive theoretical investigations, the
experimental confirmations of Eq. !3" are very few.17 In Fig.
5 is shown the collapse of the distributions with contour
lengths of 210 and 315 nm when these are rescaled using "
=0.73. We observe a good data collapse, confirming the
value of the critical exponent " found from the end-to-end
distances. Also shown are the two limits of Eq. !3"; a power
law with exponent %=1.583 follows the data well in the re-
gime z-1, whereas exp!!bz," with ,=4.6 gives a good de-
scription of the data in the limit z(1. It should be noted, that
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FIG. 4. Experimental data for the radial end-to-end distance distribution for
a contour length s=32 nm at 0M NaCl compared to the theoretical distri-
bution #Eq. !5"$ from Ref. 40. Fitting gives !p=6.5 nm.

TABLE I. The persistence length for ssDNA at different salt concentrations
obtained from the bond correlations &cos!%"', the end-to-end distance &'2',
and the radial end-to-end distribution f!'". The Debye screening length is in
parentheses. All lengths are in nanometers.

0M !.100 nm" 1 mM !9.6 nm" 10 mM !3 nm"

&cos!%"' 9.1&0.3 6.7&0.2 4.6&0.3
&'2' 9.0&0.5 5.5&0.5 4.4&0.5
f!'" %6.5 %5.0 %4.4
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FIG. 5. The distribution of end-to-end distances for long contour lengths at
0M NaCl. s=210 nm !squares" and s=315 nm !circles", rescaled using "
=0.73 to obtain data collapse. Comparison with Eq. !3" was done; for small
z-values a power law with D!1+%=2.583 is shown, while for large z-values
and exponential with ,=4.6 is drawn.
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from the data it is difficult to determine whether ,=4 or ,
=4.6, as both these values will result in a reasonable agree-
ment between the data and Eq. !3".

IV. DISCUSSION

A direct visualization of ssDNA with AFM is very useful
for studying the conformation of the molecule. Accompany-
ing the decrease in the chain stiffness with salt, there is an
increase in base pair formation, and direct imaging allows
one to observe the onset of base pair formation and to esti-
mate the persistence length from purely single-stranded re-
gions. However, a main critic of AFM studies is that the
molecules are adsorbed on a surface.

If the ssDNA is in a purely 2D conformation on the
surface, one can use the results of 2D polymer theory to
interpret the data. From an experimental perspective the scal-
ing exponent " provides the easiest way of determine the
dimensionality of the polymer, although this is only valid on
long scales. One is therefore unable to rule out a potentially
different structure on very short scales using the critical ex-
ponents. Several AFM studies16,17,20 on dsDNA have identi-
fied two extreme cases: The situation where the polymer-
surface interaction allows for sufficient rearrangement so that
the polymer may be considered 2D, and the case where the
interaction leads to a quick adsorption which leaves the mol-
ecules in a projection of their 3D state. In addition, partially
relaxed conformations may also appear. For dsDNA ad-
sorbed on a mica surface with magnesium added in solution
to work as a binding agent, the conformation of dsDNA is
believed to be truly 2D equilibrated,16 while projected 3D
structures have been found in other studies.17 As we find a
critical exponent close to the 2D value we interpret the con-
formation of the ssDNA molecules as being 2D. Another
issue is the change of the persistence length with salt con-
centration. In solution many different studies have addressed
this question, see Ref. 5 and references therein. For mol-
ecules adsorbed on a surface the situation is different, and
the relevant expression is changed.15

If we compare our finding regarding the persistence
length to the literature we observe a reasonably good agree-
ment: Using fluorescence recovery after photobleaching Tin-
land et al.14 found !p to be, depending on hydrodynamic
model, 0.8 or 1.3 nm, 2.6 or 4.4 nm, and 4.9 or 8.4 nm in
100, 10, and 1 mM salt solutions, respectively. These results
are in very good agreement with ours and the data point for
1 mM NaCl overlap perfectly. However, Tinland et al. esti-
mated the persistence length using the relation RG

2 !!pL, and
besides that, the molecules have been labeled by YOYO.
Mechanical stretching of ssDNA gave !p around 0.8 nm
!Ref. 13" in a 150 mM NaCl solution. As mentioned by the
authors secondary structure may have influenced the results.
To distinguish the different contributions to ssDNA stiffness
from backbone flexibility and base stacking, synthetic se-
quences have also been studied. Fluorescence spectroscopy
on poly!dT" yielded between 1.5 nm !2M NaCl" and 3 nm
!25 mM NaCl".7 Studies of poly!dA" and poly!dT" using
double-stranded sequences with single-stranded gaps6 em-
phasized the importance of stacking interactions, giving !p

(2.5 nm for poly!dT" and !p(7.8 nm for poly!dA", the
latter having more pronounced stacking interactions. There
has, however, been some debate regarding the difference in
stiffness for poly!dA" and poly!dT".8–10 Recently, a study
found values of !p of 1.13 nm for poly!A" and 1.71 nm for
poly!C" based on force-extension data at 500 mM NaCl.11 In
a related study the same group found !p(1 nm for
poly!U".12

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied the stiffness and scaling properties of
circular ssDNA. The stiffness was quantified using the per-
sistence length, which we obtained from three quantities: !1"
the exponential decay of the bond-correlation function for
nearby segments, !2" the WLC expression for the end-to-end
distance, and !3" the distribution function of end-to-end dis-
tances for a semiflexible chain. At a very low ionic strength
of the solution, we found a value of !p around 9 nm from the
first two quantities, while the distribution function gave a
slightly lower value. Increasing the salt concentration we
found a clear decrease in the persistence length, to about 6
nm at 1 mM NaCl, and 4.5 nm at 10 mM NaCl. The values
were obtained from purely single-stranded regions of the
molecules. We found a scaling behavior consistent with a 2D
SAW, i.e., a scaling exponent of 0.75 for the end-to-end dis-
tance. The 2D behavior was further confirmed by analyzing
the end-to-end distance distribution for large separations
along the contour.
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